MAPS IN RELATION TO THE REHABILITATION PLANTATIONS

Map of Tamil Nadu showing the location of TANTEA Plantations at Coonoor, Kotagiri, Quinshola and Tigar Hill in Nilgiris District and Arasu Rubber Plantations at Pechiparai, Chithar and Kodayar in Kanyakumary District.
Map of Kerala showing the location of Kerala Forest Development Corporation’s (KFDC) Cardamom plantation at Gavi in Pathanamthitta District and Rehabilitation Plantation Limited’s Rubber plantations at Kulathupuzha and Ayiranalloor in Kollam District
Map of Karnataka showing the location of KFDC’s Rubber Plantations at Sulliya and Puthur in Dakshina Karnada District
PHOTOS IN RELATION TO THE REHABILITATION PLANTATIONS

TANTEA Head Office at Coonoor, Nilgiris (Tamil Nadu)

TANTEA Factory at Quinshola, Nilgiris
Different nourishing TANTEA Plantations in Nilgiris
Repatriate women engaged in Manual tea plucking in Coonoor, Nilgiris

Repatriate women with plucked teas on their heads, returning from their job to measuring point, Quinshola, Nilgiris
Repatriate Ladies with plucked tea bags for measuring the tea buds
Repatriates working inside a Tea processing factory at Tigar Hill, Coonoor
TANTEA’s Garden Hospital at Quinshola, Kotagiri Division
A repatriate colony at Quinshola, Nilgiris
House of a Repatriate, who is working in unorganized sector, a scene from Kotagiri

Toilets in damaged state are still in use by the repatriates at Quinshola
Children born to Sri Lankan repatriates in India
Some of the members of a repatriate family who are living under single roof

The one and only provision store for more than hundred families in Om Nagar, Kotagiri
A Primary School at Quinshola, Nilgiris

Repatriates rush for provisions in front of a ration shop, a scene from Kotagiri
Kerala Forest Department Corporation’s Cardamom plantation at Gavi, Pathanamthitta dist (Kerala)
The labour quarters of the Repatriates at Gavi Cardamom Plantation
Children queuing up to board an ambulance to go to schools in Vandiperiyar to cross 28 km away

The Tamil-medium lower primary school at Gavi
A school at Chithar division of Arasu Rubber Plantation in Kanyakumari District, Tamil Nadu

Arasu Rubber Plantation’s Hospital at Kodayar

The building using as crèche for the repatriate children at Kodayar in Arasu Plantation Area
A water tank at Chithar, which is in damaged state and is leaking
As water flows only twice a day, the repatriates rush at pipe point
A repatriate girl engaged in household activities, when her mother went to job
A repatriate colony at Kodayar
An open drainage in front of a labour line at Chithar which pose serious threat to health
Different temporary sheds constructed to accommodate the natural increase
Old rubber trees in different Arasu Plantations, here replanting is yet to commence
An old repatriate showing his wound of an attack by a wild buffalo

A repatriate working as a rubber tapper at a KFDC plantation in Dakshina Kannada district
The colony of Tamil-speaking workers at Itturu village in Puthur taluk.

A repatriate woman engaged in household activities after returning from her job, a scene from Sulliya Plantation area
Rehabilitation Plantation limited (RPL)’s Head Office at Punalur, Kollam (Kerala)

A RPL latex processing factory at Kulathupuzha in Kollam district
Young nourishing rubber plantations at RPL Ayiranalloor, Punalur Kerala

RPL’s Estate Hospital at

Government L P School (Tamil Medium) at Ayiranalloor Estate, RPL Punalur (Kerala)
Different Line courters at RPL

Additionally constructed (illegal addition) sheds to accommodate the natural increases at different RPL Plantations

A door less latrine at Ayiranalloor
An old repatriate is waiting outside the civil supply store for its opening, a scene at 11.50 AM at Ayiranalloor estate, RPL Kerala.
As the provided kitchen is using as bed room to accommodate the natural increases, a repatriate lady is cooking outside the courters in a temporary arrangement, a scene from Ayiranalloor estate, RPL Kerala

A repatriate is bury in between two rubber trees inside a tapping rubber plantation, as the repatriates lack burial place, a scene from Kulathupuzha Estate, RPL, Kerala
A forest deity of the Repatriates at Gavi Plantation area

A forest god of the repatriate at Sulliya rubber plantation
A Mariyamman Kovil at Sulliya

A small Christian prayer hall at Kulathupuzha in RPL Punalur, Kerala
A Karthikeya temple at Ayiranalloor, RPL Kerala

A repatriate with Trident on across his cheek, as vows to Sri Murugan, a scene from Kotagiri
A Mariyamman temple at chithar division of Arasu Plantation

Young Repatriates beating drums in Muthumariyamman Thiruvizha, Kotagiri
Mariyamman Kovil, Om Nagar, Nilgiris

A Repatriate’s Thookkam (Hanging his entire body in different hooks on the back) as vow to Muthumariyamman
Prime Ministers Sirimavo Bandaranaike and Lal Bahadur Shastri signing the historic Pact

Sri Lankan Repatriate Hindu women carry pots of milk (*Paal Kudam*) as a ritual during a Hindu temple festival in Coonoor.

Repatriate ladies with *Welkavadies* in a procession associated with Sri Murugan Thiruvizha, Kotagiri.